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Scan for Audio

1 Listen and circle the correct answers.

1-01

1.	John has ________________ outdoor hobbies.
a. one
b. two

c. three

2.	Finding geocache locations is one of John’s favorite _________________.
a. explorations
b. pastimes
c. targets
3.	John contributes special coins to the _________________.
a. caches
b. logbooks

c. parks

4.	Shooting with his bow and arrow is a ________________ hobby.
a. pastime
b. target
c. recent
5.	In the talk, the tree stump is an example of a ________________.
a. target
b. category
c. contribute

2 Label the pictures with the words in the box. Then listen and circle the answers.
indoors

calligraphy

outdoors

taekwondo

city

journaling

cooking

shooting

volunteering

1. How does Kelly contribute to other people’s lives?
a.

b.

c.

______________________

______________________

______________________

2. Where does Jim do his favorite pastime?
a.

b.

c.

______________________

______________________

______________________

a.

b.

c.

______________________

______________________

______________________

3. What’s Lee’s pastime?

3 Listen again. Then fill in the blanks.

1-02

1.	I can have fun and ________________________ to other people’s lives!
2.	Although this is a(n) ________________________ hobby I’ve tried, it’s so much fun!
3.	Hi, my name’s Lee, and I don’t care for ________________________ activities as much as Jim and Kelly.
4

4.	Is it ________________________ karate and taekwondo?

1-02
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1 Read and circle the best words to fill in the blanks.
Sharon has 1. _____________________ to many different zoos. She’s 2. _____________________ many trips
abroad, where she has visited zoos in different countries. One of the most 3. _________________________
zoos had a 4. _____________________ elephant statue at the entrance. She 5. _____________________ gone
to a lot of zoos since then, but she’ll never forget how 6. _____________________ that statue was.
1.	a. be

b. been

c. go

2.	a. enjoying

b. enjoys

c. enjoyed

3.	a. remember

b. allowed

c. memorable

4.	a. gigantic

b. leisure

c. delicious

5.	a. has

b. have

c. have not

6.	a. cuisine

b. impressive

c. allowed

2 Fill in the blanks with the words in the box.
1.	Who made that ______________________ cake? It tastes so good!

leisure

2.	Excuse me! Are you _____________________ to be here?

impressive

3.	Please ______________________ your dirty clothes. It’s time to do your laundry.

delicious

4.	I’m so tired from work! I need some ______________________ time.

allowed

5.	The movie we saw was very ______________________. The ending is still in my mind.

gather

3 Fill in the blanks using the present perfect tense and the given verbs.
1.	I ______________________________ abroad three times in the last year. (be)
2. They ________________________ just _______________________ a delicious meal. (finish)
3. He _________________________ already _______________________ his mother. (visit)
4. She ________________________________ some amazing dishes for the party. (make)
5. Samuel __________________________________ a lot of leisure time in the past three weeks. (take)

4 Unscramble. Then match the sentences with the correct pictures below.
1.	been allowed to / take any leisure / studies this summer? / Have you / time from your
_________________________________________________________________________________
2.	memorable / Have you / the past year? / seen any / statues in
_________________________________________________________________________________
3.	this impressive / cooked in / How long / restaurant? / have you
_________________________________________________________________________________
4.	to let him / study abroad. / the school / I think / has offered
_________________________________________________________________________________
a.

b.

c.

d.
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1 L abel the pictures with the words in the box. Two words will not be used. Then listen and
1-03
put a check mark ( ) on the words you hear.
jealous

regretful

impressed

offended

awkward

joyful

amused

ignored

1.

2.

______________________
4.

3.

______________________
5.

______________________

______________________
6.

______________________

______________________

2 Match the sentence parts.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I remember when I was impressed
One time,
In my experience,
At the time, we were
What happened was, I forgot

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

feeling joyful because our class won the contest.
to pick up my sister, and I feel regretful.
by the size of that rocket ship last year.
we were all telling jokes and my friend got offended.
it’s best to always be friendly when you first meet someone.

3 Listen. Then match the speaker with the best word to describe how they are feeling.
ignored

Henrietta

joyful

Liam

offended

Rachel

amused

jealous

George

1-04

regretful

Sherry

Gerald

1. _____________ 2. _____________ 3. _____________ 4. _____________ 5. _____________ 6. _____________

4 L isten again. Read the sentences and circle the best answer. Who in 3 most likely said the
statement? Write their name on the line.
1-04
1.	I remember when I complained to the subway company. I wasn’t ignored / impressed
by their advertisements.

6

___________________

2.	One time, I forgot my umbrella. I got really wet that day! I wasn’t amused / jealous.

___________________

3.	In my experience, you should enter many contests. You won’t be regretful / offended.

___________________

4.	My friends had found a new person to hang out with, so I was joyful / jealous.

___________________

5.	What happened was I got an award for my review. It made me feel regretful / joyful.

___________________

6.	I remember when my sister bought the jacket I wanted. I was so offended / jealous.

___________________
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1 Complete the sentences by adding the missing vocabulary words.
1. I can’t b ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ how quickly this snail can go!
2. Do you have any special i ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___?
3. I can’t i ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ how big an elephant’s shoe might be!
4. Did you r ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ I was sitting right behind you for the whole concert?
5. I’m sorry but I very much d ___ ___ ___ ___ that your mother is two meters tall.

2 Read the sentences. Circle the correct words. Then circle the correct type of verbs.
1.	Sarah enjoying / enjoys every bite.
a. stative verb

b. action verb

2.	I am imagining / imagine how I would look in that expensive dress.
a. stative verb

b. action verb

3.	Don’t you think / thinking we should believe in each other?
a. stative verb

b. action verb

4.	Her mother appreciates / appreciating her son’s help.
a. stative verb

b. action verb

5.	I am just realizing / realize that we’re going to be late for the party!
a. stative verb

b. action verb

3 Read. Find and correct the mistakes. (5 mistakes)
Can you believe that Lisa have six brothers? Her house is always messy and incredibly loud.
All of her brothers have habits and hobbies that are very noisy. For example, right now,
three of them are play guitars, and two are bite into crunchy pizzas and chewing loudly.
One is watching TV. Lisa’s mother has always appreciated her daughter’s quieter habits.
When Lisa’s not run around outdoors, she’s working on her sewing machine. Today, she’s make a nice,
new dress for her doll—it’s going to be adorable!
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

4 Unscramble.
1.	time on it. / always spend / adore, I / a lot of / When I / I really / find a hobby
_____________________________________________________________________________________
2.	When I’m / a pop band. / in the shower, / imagine myself / I always / singing in
_____________________________________________________________________________________
3.	really appreciate / My grandparents / social media profiles. / it when I / with their / help them
_____________________________________________________________________________________
4.	my knee, so / I’ve hurt / I doubt I’ll / any sports today. / be able to play
_____________________________________________________________________________________
5.	get denied; / be able to / credit card doesn’t / then I won’t / buy these flowers. / I hope my
_____________________________________________________________________________________

5 L ook at p. 143 in the student book. On a separate piece of paper, create a social
media profile for a celebrity, sports star, cartoon character, or animal. Make it fun and
imaginative! Include three different stative verbs in your profile.
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1 Fill in the blanks with the words in the box.
have been

joyful

pastimes

regretful

abroad

recently

impressive

doubt

I’ve 1. ____________________ learned that the best place to go to discover new 2. ____________________ is the
museum. I 3. ____________________ to many 4. ____________________ museums both in my home country and
5. ____________________,

such as the Louvre and the Museum of Science and Industry. Every time I go to a

different museum, I learn about unique things that I can turn into a fun new hobby. I feel incredibly
6. ____________________

when I find something new to try. Just last month, I learned how to build a

radio-controlled airplane after visiting a science museum. I’m only 7. ____________________ that I didn’t think of
going to museums to learn about different hobbies sooner! I’ve no 8. ____________________ that it’s the best way
to figure out what my favorite interests are.

2 Match the sentence parts.
1.	What’s the most interesting •

• a. felt ignored before?

2.	Yeah, I’ve

•

• b. things have you seen while traveling?

3.	Have you ever

•

• c. cuisine you have ever eaten while abroad?

4.	What gigantic

•

• d. felt offended before.

3 Listen. Then fill in the blanks.

1-05

1.	Swimming’s not my favorite __________________________________

anyway.
2.	__________________________________, nobody has ever gotten in trouble for swimming here.
3.	I somehow __________________________________ that.
4.	I __________________________________ your concern, but trust me. This will be a lot more fun.

4 Read the words in the box. Listen and write the vocabulary words you hear.
gather

realize

offended

memorable

adore

target

deny

imagine

1.

2.

__________________
5.

__________________
6.

__________________
8

3.

4.

__________________
7.

__________________

1-06

__________________
8.

__________________

__________________

Review
Look at the checklist. Check the things from the unit you can do.
Unit 1: Checklist
A I can understand different hobbies and pastimes.

Yes (O)

No (X)

B I can understand when people talk about where they’ve been.
C

I can describe where I’ve been and where I want to go.

D I can write a social media profile.
E I can create characters for a drama.
Score

1 Fill in the blanks with the words in the box.
1. Geocaching is a great, fun hobby if you enjoy _____________________________.
2. Do you have a lot of _____________________________ or just a few?
3. Did you ever find that _____________________________ hidden in the woods?
4. Good job hitting the _____________________________. You get the grand prize!

2 Listen. Then circle the correct answers.

/5
pastimes
target
exploration
cache

1-07

1.	Where did Johnny likely go?
a. a supermarket

b. a restaurant

c. his home

b. ask for leisure time

c. gather for a picnic

b. the gigantic ball of string

c. the memorable statue

2.	What did their family do?
a. plant a big tree
3.	What did he go see?
a. the tiny elephant statue

3 Write about a place you’ve been to and a place where you’d like to go.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

 rite a social media profile for your best friend or a family member. If you don’t know
4 W
all the answers, use your best guess.
Name:
Age:
School:
Lives in:

Birthday:
Pet:
Fun Fact:

About:
Interests:
Favorite Subject:
Personality:

5 L ook at the TV drama characters you created in the student book (p. 17). Imagine that
those characters have aged 20 years. Consider the following: What are their careers now?
Did they get married? Do they have pets? Do they
Note
An epilogue is a part of a book, movie, or play that
have children? Then on a separate piece of paper,
concludes the story. It usually wraps up the main
write a short epilogue for them.
conflicts in the story for the audience.

9
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1 Listen and put a check mark ( ) on the words you hear.

especially

totally

absolutely

seriously

6-01

surprisingly

actually

2 Unscramble.
A:	Ah, that must be / How is it? / your new laptop.
_____________________________________________________________________________
B:	expensive, but / it’s awesome. / apart from that / It was surprisingly
_____________________________________________________________________________
A:	needed a good computer, / I guess you / university design projects. / especially for your
_____________________________________________________________________________
B:	is used by / this kind of computer / so it’s perfect for me. / professional 3D designers, / Yes,
_____________________________________________________________________________
A:	on my laptop. / Actually, I only / I don’t do / use it to play games. / much work
_____________________________________________________________________________

3 Use the information in the box to make passive sentences about the XPhone 11S.
Market Leader: the XPhone 11S
This week we take a look at EndoTech’s latest offering, the XPhone 11S.
And it’s a seriously cool phone. Here is the key information:
(1) Designer: Jeff Hao
(2) Location of Design: California, USA
(3) Country of Manufacture: China
(4) Price: Stores sell it for $300.
(5) Extra Information: Horizon Corp. distributes this phone in the US.
(6) This model includes three cameras and voice recognition.
(7) Many celebrities, such as Jake Hemington, own this phone!

1. 	 The XPhone 11S was _____________________________________________
2. 	 ________________________________________________________________
3. 	 ________________________________________________________________
4. 	 ________________________________________________________________
5. 	 ________________________________________________________________
6. 	 ________________________________________________________________
7. 	 ________________________________________________________________
38
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1 Match the words with the definitions.
1. alternative

•

• a. good point

2. couple

•

• b. can be allowed or agreed on, suitable

3. advantage

•

• c. group of two people or things

4. acceptable

•

• d. bad point

5. disadvantage

•

• e. another possibility

6. analog

•

• f. not related to the use of computer technology

2 Fill in the blanks with the words in the box.
opposed

instead

rather

alternatively

1.	A: Are you going to get the new XPhone?
B: No, I’d ____________ get the new Tokia. It has more advantages.
2.	A: Will you be flying over to Paris next week?
B: Well, ____________ of flying, I was thinking of taking the train. It’s better for the environment.
3.	A: I’m going to get a hybrid car as ____________ to a full electric one. It’s a bit more versatile.
B: Yeah. I think that’s a good idea.
4.	A: Hmm, I really want to get a new desktop, but they’re so expensive.
B: Well, ____________, you could just get a laptop. They have some cheap ones on sale.

3 Listen and circle true or false.

6-02

1. 	 Alice has seen Joe before.			
2. 	 Steph thinks there are many advantages to having Joe in her house.
3. 	 Joe can open the door and receive a delivery for Steph.
4. 	 Alice was able to have a conversation with Joe.		
5. 	 Joe sometimes doesn’t understand what people are saying.
6. 	 Joe had Steph get a package. 		
7. 	 Joe will turn off the lights. 		

true
true
true
true
true
true
true

false
false
false
false
false
false
false

4 Imagine you have a digital home assistant like Joe. He can do any kind of housework. But
he can only do six things before his battery runs out. Make a list of the things you would
have him do in your house.
I would have Joe take take my clothes out of the washing machine and hang them up to dry.
1. 	 ________________________________________________________________________________________
2. 	 ________________________________________________________________________________________
3. 	 ________________________________________________________________________________________
4. 	 ________________________________________________________________________________________
5. 	 ________________________________________________________________________________________
6. 	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

5 Listen to the questions and write your answers below.

6-03

1. 	 ________________________________________________________________________________________
2. 	 ________________________________________________________________________________________
3. 	 ________________________________________________________________________________________
39
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1 Unscramble. Then match the words with the correct sentences. The first letter is bolded.
1.	

epaoret
_________________

a. It’s too expensive: I can’t ___________ it.

2.	

medari
_________________

b. He works in a laboratory as a(n) ___________.

3.	

hcserrreea
_________________

c. We ___________ on buses and subway posters.

4.	

rfofad
_________________

d. He’s a genius. I really ___________ him.

5.	

tinveron
_________________

e. OK, I ___________ it. I made a mistake.

6.	

seneltcicro
_________________

f. You need to go to the ___________ section to

madit
_________________

g. He’s well known as the ___________ of the

7.	

8.	

satrdivee
_________________

buy new headphones.

lightbulb.
h. I know how to ___________ this machine.

2 Read Gini’s email and write a reply on a separate piece of paper.
Subject: School is fun
We had a really interesting discussion about technology and its impact on the world. We had to choose two
inventions: one that we believe has been invaluable for human society, and one which is completely
unnecessary. I think the lightbulb is an invaluable invention because it changed the world in a big way. It
helps me to do my favorite hobby at night, which is reading! For the most unnecessary invention, I chose the
hoverboard. I really don’t see why anyone would need one of those things.
How about you? What inventions would you say are invaluable or unnecessary? Please reply soon! I’m
interested to hear your opinions.
Best, Gini
To: ginisafir@gmail.com
Re: School is fun
_________________________________________________________________________________________

3 Unscramble.
1.	In the beginning, / a groundbreaking invention. / Google Glass was / advertised as
________________________________________________________________________________
2.	admired by / it went on sale. / fans of high-tech electronics / The device was / even before
________________________________________________________________________________
3.	with adults. / created by Nokia’s developers / The first smartphone models / were popular
________________________________________________________________________________
4.	a failure. / Nokia’s N-Gage gaming smartphone / Upon its release, / was quickly labeled
40
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1 Fill in the blanks with the phrases in the box.
it is doubtful that

in theory, but in practice

hedging my bets

not a great idea

1.	People say I am _____________________________ when I try to protect myself from losses.
2.	Well, the weather app says it’s going to be sunny today, so _____________________________ we’ll need our
umbrellas.
3.	Humans living on Mars is possible _____________________________ it will be too expensive to transport
everything they need.
4.	Having robots doing everything for us might seem exciting and convenient at first, but in reality it’s
_____________________________.

2 Read and put the argument in the correct order (1-5).
1.	Claim

2. Evidence

3. Counter-Argument

4. Rebuttal

5. Conclusion

I think this because it has already happened to many people. For example, many people in
supermarkets have already lost their jobs. Another example is self-driving trucks. They already
exist, and soon many truck drivers will lose their jobs. As automated systems become more
advanced, they will take over most human tasks.
Many people will say, “Don’t worry: in the past when new technology came in, people didn’t
stop working, they just had to change to different jobs.”
I have tried to show that this change is not only coming soon, but has already happened in
many industries. Companies and governments need to look at this issue urgently. If we ignore
it, it’s doubtful that we will be able to help the people who will be most affected.
I believe that automation will lead to almost everyone losing their job in the future.
I think people are wrong to say this. While it was true for the past, this time it’s different.
AI will soon be able to do most tasks better than humans. When we have these automated
systems in place, why would we need expensive and less efficient humans to do the tasks?

3 Read the argument in 2 again and answer the questions.
1.	What does the speaker think is the problem?
a. that everyone will lose their jobs
b. that a very high percentage of people will lose their jobs
c. that people will get different jobs
d. that automation will be too expensive
2.	What evidence does the speaker put forward to support this?
a. examples of the current trends
b. historical examples
c. the decreasing cost of automation
d. people getting different jobs
3.	According to the speaker’s argument, self-driving trucks ______________.
a. are widely used at the moment
b. will take over from human driven trucks very soon
c. can be used by humans and AI working together
d. will be too advanced for most companies to use
4.	The speaker thinks that ______________.
a. governments and companies need to do something
c. humans are usually cheaper than robots

b. he won’t need a job in the future
d. people can get different jobs

41
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1 Fill in the blanks with the words in the box.
pleasure

assist

remarkably

inventor

1. The Bugatti Veyron is a(n) _________________ fast car. It has a top speed of 420 kilometers per hour!
2. If you want to be a(n) _________________, it’s probably best to major in engineering or something like that.
3. With its simple and smooth user controls, the XR300 camera is a(n) _________________ to use.
4. If you need any help around the home, Joe will be happy to _________________ you.

2 Listen and fill in the missing information.

HOME-HAND

6-04

The amazing new device from 1. ___________!

Functions A) automated floor 2. __________ function
B) automated food checking and ordering
C) 3. __________ function (4. __________ different languages available)
Price Costs: 5. __________
Available to order from 6. __________
A 7. __________ is available for students and the elderly.

3 Unscramble.
1.	and order food. / check your refrigerator / Home-Hand / You can have
________________________________________________________________
2.	my house is / by Home-Hand. / cleaned automatically / Every week,
________________________________________________________________

Home-Hand, wash
the dishes and then
clean the bathroom.

3.	by EndoTech. / is designed / This model / and produced
________________________________________________________________
4.	Home-Hand / twelve different languages. / is programmed / to speak
________________________________________________________________

I seem to do
everything
around here!

5.	is discounted. / For students / the price / and the elderly,
________________________________________________________________

4 Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. Answers may vary.
seriously

totally

especially

surprisingly

1.	A: Which piece of technology could you not live without?
B: I’d say my phone is ________________ important to me. I do everything on it. I’d be lost without it!
2.	A: You got a robot helper! That must have cost loads.
B: It was ________________ cheap, actually. I have a friend who works for Techtropolis, and he got me a discount.
3.	A: Countries like China are spending so much on technology these days. You think they will invent flying cars soon?
B: _________________! We’ll probably be flying around in our own rocket car by next year.
4.	A: _________________? You think Tokias are better than XPhones?
42

B: Of course! Have you even seen the quality of the new cameras?

Review
Look at the checklist. Check the things from the unit you can do.
Unit 6: Checklist
A I can understand people talking about new technology.

Yes (O)

No (X)

B I can talk about how technology will change people’s lives.
C

I can understand articles about failed technologies.

D I can write an argument for or against the use of technology.
E I can create an invention to solve a daily problem.
Score

1 L isten and match the technology with the person. Then write
6-05
why they would buy that device.
Technology

Person

/5

Why?

1. robotic vacuum cleaner Tim _______
2. electric bicycle

Jenna _______

3. smart watch

Diane _______

2 Fill in the blanks with the words in the box.
1. In the near future, you will be able to ______ your car pick you up and drive you to work!

be

2. I think the first flying car will ______ invented by a Chinese company.

got

3. I _______ my floor cleaned by my friend’s robot cleaner.

have

3 Read and circle true or false.
I used to be a huge fan of hi-tech electronics. In 2013, I went to the electronics store and bought a Google
Glass headset. I was the first person in my town to own it. It was seriously expensive, but I thought soon
everybody would have one. It was fun to use at first, but later when people saw me wearing it, they
worried that I was secretly recording them. Eventually, I got bored of it and sold it online to someone in
another country. Surprisingly, I was the first and only person in my town to own a Google Glass device.

1. 	 He thought the price of the device was reasonable.
2. 	 He expected many people in his town would buy one after him.
3. 	 He sold his headset to a friend. 		

true
true
true

false
false
false

4 Unscramble.
1.	using electric cars / we should all start / I think / as soon as possible.
__________________________________________________________________
2.	much better / Because / for the / they are / environment.
__________________________________________________________________
3.	they are / Many people / right now. / too expensive / say
__________________________________________________________________
4.	However, / will come / as the technology develops, / I think / the price / down.
__________________________________________________________________

5 Answer the questions.
1.	What is a small problem you have in your daily life?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
2.	How could you solve that problem?
_______________________________________________________________________________________

43

Review
1 Unscramble. The first letter is bolded.

nstay
________________

clutylaa
________________

aten
________________

setew
________________

symse
________________

opucel
________________

nnaygoin
________________

oobrcit
________________

iusucor
________________

lmac
________________

2 Fill in the blanks with the words from 1 .
1.	That man was so rude and ____________________! I don’t ever want to meet him again.
2.	People assume I’m Chinese, but ____________________, I’m American.
3.	Don’t panic! Please stay ____________________ while we figure out the problem.
4.	I want to learn programming. I am ____________________ how I can get better at it.
5.	I hate it when people interrupt me! It’s so ____________________.
6.	Clean this place! It’s so ____________________!

3 Read and circle true or false.
If we look at famous inventors throughout history, we can identify some similar character traits. What kind of
personalities do successful inventors usually have? Let’s take a look!
Inventors are comfortable taking risks. Many of us have had an interesting idea for a new product. But would
most of us be willing to spend the time and effort developing that product? What if it meant quitting your job?
Maybe not. Most inventors are not afraid of taking risks. Similarly, they are also not afraid of making mistakes
because they know they can learn from them.
They see the world differently. Successful inventors often question normal ways of doing things. Often, they
argue or challenge those in charge (such as professors or teachers). Of course, this can sometimes mean they
don’t do well at school, but being like this allows them to be creative and ask, “What if?”
They take pleasure in the process. Most inventions take years and years
of hard work, mistakes, and development to become successful. If inventors
were only interested in money and fame, they would probably give up early
on. Most successful inventors enjoy the hard work, mistakes, and development
of new things. That’s why most famous inventors don’t just relax after finding
success. They move on to a new project.

44

1. Because inventors are geniuses, they don’t usually share any character traits.

true

false

2. Most inventors don’t mind making mistakes.

true

false

3. Inventors usually get along with others easily.

true

false

4. Most inventors find success because they develop their invention quickly.

true

false

5. Inventors usually like to work on new inventions after they have success.

true

false

Unit

5-6
4 Rewrite the sentences in the passive voice.
1.	Mrs. Carrington will serve dinner in the main hall at 7 p.m.
___________________________________________________________________
2.	Peter won the gold medal for the 200m race.
___________________________________________________________________
3.	The boss has canceled the project.
___________________________________________________________________
4.	Do you know who made this cake?
___________________________________________________________________
5.	A mechanic checks my car once a month.
___________________________________________________________________

5 Circle the mistakes and rewrite the sentences correctly.
1.	We had the gardener painted the shed green. It looks much better now.
______________________________________________________________________________
2.	I had my hair cut from my mom.
______________________________________________________________________________
3.	His bike has got fixed by the repairman.
______________________________________________________________________________
4.	If I had a robotic maid, I would make all my chores done by it.
______________________________________________________________________________
5.	You don’t need to clean the windows yourself. You can had it done by the staff.
______________________________________________________________________________

6 Listen and match the person with the best college course.
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Melinda
1.	Advanced Electronic Engineering 402
2.	Dance and Drama 301
Eddie

3.	Business and Marketing Leadership 101
4.	Physical Education and Sports Management 208
5. Introduction to Biological Engineering 103
6.	History and Politics 101

Lee
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